
Ambrosia: Amateur Musician

MEMBERSHIP LEVEL
Basic

SKILL LEVEL
Amateur

CRAFT
Producer, lyricist, songwriter

GENRES
hip hop, rhythm and blues (r&b)

DAY JOB
Customer Service Rep for Comcast

LOOKING TO
1 COLLABORATE ONLINE
2 FIND MUSIC
3 MEET PEOPLE

Ambrosia sees Indaba as one of her primary tools for creating music-- because it allows 
her to meet and work with other musicians (she’s got 162 collaborators). She’ll pretty 
much work with anyone who’ll have her. She’s got many of her own sessions and also 
participates in others. She KNOWS one day one of her tracks is going to go Platinum and 
she can quit her day job!
She’s kind of new to music production and uses Mantis as his primary DAW.
She’s entered 2 opportunities with original music submissions, and would be more 
interested in publishing opportunities.
She finds the individual challenges on Indaba Education fun to play while they help her 
learn new skills.
Because she’s a basic member, she’s not taking advantage of sales distribution. She 
plans to once her album is finished (probably never will be...).

Contest/Opps

Network
Production

Education

Education
Production
Network
Distribution
Contest/Opps

USAGE

PREMIUM VALUE PROPOSITION

• iTunes, Store
• Mastering

One day I’ll 
be hella big!

BENEFIT TO INDABA

• Key member of a rich 
community

PRIMARY SITE: Indaba Music

Rob: Pro-sumer Hobbyist

MEMBERSHIP LEVEL
Pro

SKILL LEVEL
Semi-pro

CRAFT
songwriter, multi-instrumentalist

DAY JOB
[Job is music related but doesn’t support himself with his art.] 
Builds custom computers tweaked especially for use as DAW's. 

LOOKING TO
1 COLLABORATE ONLINE
2 FIND MUSIC
3 MEET PEOPLE
4 GET HIRED

Although works in music, Rob doesn’t use Indaba as a professional tool, but as a fun 
outlet for his musical passions. He enters a lot of contests and is professional enough 
that he has gotten a few honorable mentions and has won a few. He posts frequently to 
the contest discussions and gives feedback to his fellow Indabans. 

He’s started a few sessions where he invited other members who he met through 
opportunity message boards who he believes might match his way of working.  He has 
also joined some other sessions the he believes has promise. He was really interested in 
being a part of Peace Partners because it was such a unique experience and he met a lot 
of interesting people.

He wouldn’t have sought out a service to distribute his release on iTunes, but since it 
came with his membership put one release on iTunes. Why not?

Contests/Opps

Distribution

Network

Production

Education
Production
Network
Distribution
Contests/Opps

USAGE

PREMIUM VALUE PROPOSITION

•Unlimited Opportunities
• iTunes, Store
• Mastering

Hmm... this 
will be fun!

BENEFIT TO INDABA

• Active quality contributor to 
Opportunity Marketplace
• Key member of a rich 
community

PRIMARY SITE: Indaba Music

Theron: Pro-sumer Aspiring Producer

MEMBERSHIP LEVEL
Pro

SKILL LEVEL
Semi-pro

CRAFT
Producer

GENRES
dance, hip hop, electronic

DAY JOB
retail

LOOKING TO
1 FIND MUSIC
2 GET DISCOVERED
3 MAKE MONEY

Theron is on Indaba for the remix contests. He’s got a fair amount of skill remixing 
music, and has even won a couple of these contests, but doesn’t create original stems or 
even original beats. He basically uses the network for self-promotion, spamming folks 
to vote for his submissions for every contest he enters.

Contest/Opps

Network

Production

Education
Production
Network
Distribution
Contest/Opps

USAGE

PREMIUM VALUE PROPOSITION

• Join lots of Opps
•Content from Opportunities
• Clips library

Vote for my 
Submission!

BENEFIT TO INDABA

• Great remixes for our clients

PRIMARY SITE: Indaba Music

Steve: Pro-sumer Aspiring Musician

MEMBERSHIP LEVEL
Basic

SKILL LEVEL
Professional

CRAFT
Bass player, singer

GENRES
Rock

DAY JOB
Lives off his music doing session work, touring and licensing.

LOOKING TO
1 COLLABORATE ONLINE
2 FIND MUSIC
3 OPPORTUNITIES
4 GET HIRED

Steve is always involved in at least 3 non-Indaba projects/bands at any given time and 
has musician friends all over the world. He uses Indaba sessions and Mantis to 
privately share files back and forth with his colleagues who don’t live in the same city, 
and Mantis to rough out ideas with them to build the songs (like a scratch pad). Most 
of the releases he plays on are are distributed through a label and mastered by a 
studio producer, but he does use Indaba’s widgets to share free songs with friends or 
for self-promotion.
Because he primarily works for hire, he sees Indaba as a great networking tool: a place 
where he can gain feedback and make connections with other musicians. He enters 
opportunities primarily for the exposure, but also occasionally for the prizes or the 
creative challenge. 
If the course creation tool was simple and available to members, he would be 
interested in setting up some classes.

Contests/Opps

Distribution

Network

Production

Education

Education
Production
Network
Distribution
Contests/Opps

USAGE

PREMIUM VALUE PROPOSITION

• Opportunities
• More Storage
• iTunes, Store
• Networking

Hire me.

BENEFIT TO INDABA

• The quality of the music he 
has on Indaba is high

PRIMARY SITE: Indaba Music


